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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.
Beerstop Apr-2017
El Rave May-2017
Haven`t Got One June 2017
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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Run 1999 – The Bluebell Inn, Hempstead, Sun 22nd January 2017
Hares
Dave El Rave & Paparazzi

Visitor (well, he’s here for a year) - Go Fuck Myself from the SH3 - Shanghai Hash
http://www.shanghai-h3.com/
Returnee – Crappy Nappy
Visitor – Wronghole from our friends in the Radegund Hash
The Words
I think we were last here on Sun 25th May 2014 at the Bluebell Inn
http://www.thebluebellinn.co.uk/ a 16th Century Inn (and Freehouse and not held
back by the by the evil grip of Greene King as so many are in the area) and reputedly
the birthplace of highwayman Dick Turpin in 1705 – hence the unbelievably low
ceilings resulting in the prospect of imminent concussion for anyone taller than
Kermit who wasn’t paying attention.
The hares had come back to a brilliant venue and with two venerable hares, a range
of wonderful real ales and despite being about – 4 degrees, there was a massive
turnout – including Kermit, Antar, Googly, Klinger, Kling-On, Lightning, Taxidermist,
Legover, Shiggy Two Shoes, the rarely spotted but always welcome Schoolboys Dream
as well as Generator, Daffidildo & Doggystyle, Mad Monk & Fraser, Toed Bedsores &
Computer, Jetstream, Unmentionable, Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai & Josephine, Pedro,
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Imelda, Slaphead, Big Swinger, While You’re Down There, Gorilla & Chimp, Danuta, Posh,
Beerstop, Shamcock & U-Bend, Bastard, It’ll Come Off, Checkpoint, RA Debonaire, Muff
Diver, Hangover Blues, The Earl of Pampisford, the Countess, Haven’t Got One, Czech Her
Out & Orion who looked a tad baffled by it all, but safe & warm and eye level with me
thanks to being carried by Dad. The pack was completed by Sox & Horny (despite
suffering from heavy man-flu and therefore needing sympathy, beer and generally
pampering) and the car park was full to complete overflow much to the amusement
of the hash and intnse irritation of regular visitors (which actually made me snigger
seeing them all reverse off in an irritated manner full of self-righteous indignation).
Well, the weather was bloody cold, but this was not the place to complain we didn’t
want to tempt providence as this was the venue where Toyboy suffered a heart attack
(!) some years back.
After some general greetings and mumbled words from the hares El Rave & Paparazzi
eventually took command of the assembled throng and after some explanations by
the hares we were informed there would be a beer stop (hurrah!) and it wouldn’t be
the usual trail. This was of course a slight red herring but no one in the hash can
remember getting out of bed or what they had for breakfast, let alone any idea about
where a trail might have gone, several years ago, in a different season.
So, we were off with Mad Monk, the visiting Wrong Way (shouting on-on with maniacal
glee) & Daffi setting a brisk pace to find absolutely nothing at the top of a small but
quite evil hill. So, back down the hill we went to discover that the trail had actually
doubled back to a path running in front of the pub, through a small shiggy filled tree
lined copse onto the open fields of Essex. Pedro, Woody Muff Diver, Antar & Doggystyle
hacked past at a brisk pace colliding beautifully with the knitting circle and the on
was eventually called by Blowback (possibly) lucky hasher who hadn’t been
irritated/thwarted by the cunning false trails and checkbacks.
At this point the pack was somewhat fragmented by some generally brilliant trail
laying and we were at a check near a farm yard with skittish horses and Pedro
holding the check while Daffi, Doggy & Toed successfully found all the false trails. The
trail descended down a narrow riverbed complete with water, tree roots, Shiggy (&
Shiggy Two Shoes come to mention it) and it was getting difficult in the unforgiving
terrain, I overtook Crappy Nappy just in time to miss a spectacular accident where
Legover slipped and fell just as Daffi was powering through. There was an audible
‘thud’ as Daffi’s shin caught the back of Legover’s head (a bit like a cricket ball being
struck by the crisp willow of a fresh cricket bat) resulting in cranial bruising and a
mildly eviscerated leg for Legover,
Once we realised he was more-or-less ok apart from a flesh wound below the knee,
there were some rude comments about ‘bloody yanks & their friendly fire’ etc but he
would at least see another day.
By a downed pylon, the on was spotted by Beerstop and there was a protracted
stretch of fields leading eventually to a well-executed beer stop – the perfect way to
round up a strung out pack & refresh the spirits with an array of fabulous homemade
carrot cake coupled with Port & Lemonade too.
At this point we were joined by various SCB’s & The knitting circle including Taxi ,
Debonair, Lightning & While You’re Down There.It was evident that some of the hash
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had fallen by the way side, been shot by the locals or just
generally had no clue how to follow the trail.
Pausing to let four small girls past on very short slightly
rotund ponies which appeared to be a little disturbed by
our presence, coupled with the presence of a harassed
adult, the comparison with Thelwell was hilarious & cute
at the same time. Your humble scribe was taller than
horse & riders & it made for a brilliant spectacle to add to
the day’s hash.
At this point we were near the village which brought us
full circle to the very hill that we’d been thwarted at the
beginning, but luckily for us, it was downhill & on Inn to
the pub after a spot on 5.5mile trail with touches of village, countryside & the
obligatory shiggy.
So, the time of reckoning was actually on us again and the circle was called and
down downs were awarded definitely to the hares, but I wasn’t there so the list of
down downs will be lost in the annals of time & tide.
Still, thanks to El Rave & Paparazzi for a great trail, lovely beer stop and a massive
pile of food in the pub to celebrate El Rave’s B’day earlier in the week – a great day!

On On
Big Blouse

Run No: 2000

Date: 29-Jan-2017
Venue: The Hoops , Barton
Hares: Blowback & Jetstream
Scribe: Mad Monk
20000000th ‘run’ of the super-geriatric CHHH.... at the Olympians’ Pub [(w)here on
earth is
that?] :THE HOOPS at BARTON!!!!!!! - again.
Such miraculous events have to be treated with... what? Certainly not respect...
Wonderment?.... NO! Well then...Incredulity?.... Now, that’s more like it.
However... before the run, in fact some 16 hours before it, we had the super polite do,
with
the usual buzz and laughter and good food and wine that go with such events, at
Girton
College. This lead on to the noise and general knees-up of Hashers and guests
having a
Ball in Girton’s rather splendid wood-panelled Hall. It was good and rather surprising
to
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see so many combed and washed hashers girt in black and white (males) and every
colour and style of dress (females) plus of course one Scot (male) in a... um...a...
KILT!
If you don’t read anything else on this page, read this:
FRAZER AND I, ON BEHALF OF ALL CAMBRIDGE HASHERS OFFER UP OUR
GRATITUDE AND OUR CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THOSE OF THE 2000TH RUN
COMMITTEE WITHOUT WHOSE DEDICATION AND PATIENCE THE WEEKEND
WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN AND WITH SPECIAL MENTION OF ‘WHILE-YOU’REDOWNTHERE’
AND ‘DOGGY-STYLE’ FOR THEIR UNTIRING LEADERSHIP. THANK YOU ALL.
The Run
Not every body that attended the ‘festivities’ was in a geriatric shell because each of
us
needed an able-bodied Hasher to push us-terribly-old-farts along the interminably
flat,
square fields in our three-wheeled racing chairs... I think we came under small arms
fire as
we advanced carefully round yet another square field. [How can you go ‘round’ a
‘square’?
- Ed.] Fortunately no-one was wounded, apart from those who had arrived wounded.
It
must have been a very easy trail to lay, but I do admire the cunning of the Infamous
Whittle-Hare tribe who managed to convince the FRBs that the square field they’d
just
stumbled into was not the same one as they were just leaving and that they were,
really
were, in virgin terry tory land! Incredible! Fantastic! On!On! I am, of course
exaggerating.
To vary the circling of squares, and in case we’d dropped off, the hares provided
their idea
of the ‘Chicken’ game, you know, ‘Last across the M11 in one piece gets the Purple
Heart!’ Excellent!
Well done hares, especially after our Big Night Out at the girlies’ college which, I
understand, if you’d stayed to the end, would have rendered you profoundly deaf and
unable to communicate with each other by the usual means. Tell us, did you use
smoke
and mirrors? smoky bonfires and damp tea-towels? Or did the wonderful Delilah(?)
carry
messages twixt Hare A and Hare B and back again? I think we should be told...
Now we come to the tricky bit. The Après.
Having parked our car 1/2 mile away it took me longer than usual to get into the pub
and
then longer than usual to get through the scrum to the front door of the pub... [This
could
get out of hand.- Ed.] By the time Frazer had got me a pint the circus had begun. By
the
time I’d finished it the circus was just going on... By the time I’d got my second pint
the
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circle was finishing... I heard the usual noises off and the only ‘down-downs’ I
actually saw
were for people I’d never in my life seen before... Apart from them the Vittle Tribe
obviously
got dds and many thanks for an exciting trail and then, of course there would
would’ve
been dds for the visitors, ie McRonnie McStrachan and McStroppy McTavish
McStrachan
and I’m sure a few more ‘Other Guests’ and of course they all covered themselves in
glory
and beer. In the meantime, the Blood Wagon had arrived, w-hoops, I mean the
Mexican
Bandittos’ Food Wagon. Suddenly there was much more space available at the bar.
Gorilla, Teutonic and Lightning made a dash (okay okay) for the cantina while the
rest of
the foodies formed an elderly queue... thus leaving the bar free for those who never
eat on
an empty stomach.
On!On! Mad Monk

CH3 Run 2001, Sunday 5th Feb 2017
The Cock, Broom
http://www.thecockatbroom.co.uk/

Hares: Toed Bedsores & Goldfinger
Runners 17?
Newies :0
Returnees: Hooker
General level of enthusiasm:0
The Words
Don’t be fooled by the nice picture above, the sky was a sheet of monotone grey and the
cold scythed through all clothing and made you feel like there was no point in bothering
with anything as the cold still withered the flesh of all like some special type of
Bedfordshire frost-necrotising-ebola mix.
Nice.
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In their defence, the evergreen hares Toed &
Goldfinger are very very experienced at this and if
this had been in mid-summer with the warmth of
the sun and not the middle of winter having just
followed the legendary 2000th run, then it would
have been a classic.
The trail was fantastically well marked, well
thought out, did keep all 3 front runners
guessing and was brilliantly planned.
Except, reality intervened in the form of mother
nature………………………..
As we were in Bedfordshire it was cold, slate grey and well, cold frankly. It was no match
for a summer run at the same venue. Even clan whittle didn’t arrive (Decimating the
pack numbers further still) and as Biggleswade had been randomly shut down with a
truly unhinged one way system in the middle of it, I suspect most people trying to come
through Biggleswade, thought, ‘F*** this, I’m off, and had then gone home.
This photo is more like it- there’s even a touch of cold/grey/gloom – in fact the visage of
the pub on the day wouldn’t have looked out of place on a Norwegian Death Metal album
cover………………
Changing tact and for matters of alacrity, the Cock is a WONDERFUL old pub, listed as;
"The Pub with No Bar" we are a unique ale and dining pub close to the A1M at
the Biggleswade North turn.
Broom is a beautiful village close to Jordans Mill , and only a few miles from the Town of Shefford.
Now a thriving Freehouse The Cock has been licensed since 1836.
Originally a row of early 19th century cottages, the pub has grown from a single room with beer
fetched from the cellar into the adjacent cottages.
Since becoming a Freehouse (July 2013) the pub has undergone improvements to all rooms and can
now offer a warm welcome and superb ale and food.

So, of the approx. 120 currently active members of the hash (which is a massively
debateable figure – define ‘active’ for example?) I can only remember our illustrious
hares, Toed & Goldfinger, Slaphead, Taxi, Only Me, Kermit, Hooker, Double Top, Computer,
While You’re Down There, Googly, Pedro, Benghazi, Checkpoint, Klinger, Kling-On & Hooker.
Even Antar didn’t make it for some ineffable reason and Broom is very close to Ickleford
so 17 of us (I might not be accurate here, but who’s going to sue me then?)
So, there a few trails in the area and at 11.00am someone muttered something and we
were off. Oddly enough, there was only Pedro, Checkpoint & yours truly as ‘FRB’s (!), Yes I
know that sounds unlikely, but that’s the truth of it.
The trail snaked past the now sadly closed White Horse, meaning that the only pub in
broom is the Cock……………………… past a dog club (yes, dogs, not dogging, it was too cold
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for any, or even some of that) and out into a bleak, slightly boggy harvested field of
sprouts to add a touch of seasonal joy to the proceedings.
A check sent Pedro, Checkpoint & I in all directions (well, three at any rate) and the true
on was spotted and we crossed an industrial looking road/farm track and then zig
zagged across several more fields as the cold gradually shut off all feelings to the
fingers/toes.
We arrived at what is usually a pleasant riverside area with a variety of checks, but as it
was still a greasy slate grey sky and colder than a very cold thing. Accordingly, no-one
hung about for long and we finally found a trail leading alongside a lovely looking wood
(well, it would have been in the summer, but bare trees in the mud didn’t summon up a
Turner-esque country idyll to be honest).
Some enterprising horsey types looked at us in wonderment and several dog walkers
looked smugly at us. Pausing only to beat one of the smug supercilious bastards to death
with a branch and hurl the oozing carcass into a ditch, I mused on the fact that death by
severe exposure would have been more likely.
A short hop around a farmers’ field lead us neatly into the back of a meadow with some
rather pointless looking very mini bridges in it and aside from noticing Broom &
Langford appear to have a massive mole problem, we ended up at the back of Langford
by the river and the trail was called on towards the Jordans Factory at the weir.
Arriving at the mill, I looked longingly at the road to Broom, but the hares had cunningly
laid the trail up & over the lock gates and the trail disappeared in a 90 degree opposite
direction and headed towards Biggleswade. Realising that we were several days away
from civilisation, beer/warmth and the chance of rest, I nearly unravelled, but chose to
steel myself and follow Pedro & Checkpoint who were clearly on some personal fitness
regime and determined to see this through to the end.
A massive wide loop snaked alongside the A1M and cut across land by a farm building
bringing us back beside a new quarry and a landscaped former quarry, while the quarry
had been tastefully reclaimed with trees, epic planting schemes and tasteful
complimentary fencing. As we followed the footpath alongside the reclaimed quarry, I
noticed that they had a serious rubbish problem and Checkpoint noticed that there were
dozens of bags of excrement tied/hurled into the bushes, giving them a tatterdemalion
air of turd & despair – disgusting and a real blot on the otherwise peaceful surroundings.
The trail finally lead back to the on Inn at the outside edge of the village and arriving
back into the rear of a farmyard, I was dementedly happy to be on the way home and
into the safety of the pub.
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Having realised that the hares had laid a brilliant, but leg mangling 7.00 mile + trail, my
legs were ruined and it was a trifle late owing to my complete lack of ability. So, I looked
at the huge queue in the pub and flotilla of cars that had arrived and decided that my
legs/body were beyond help, I didn’t have enough life left to spare queuing at the bar
and left.
I didn’t stay for the circle so I’ve no idea about the down downs that were dished out, but
the hares had laid a great trail. The irony of life is that mother nature was evidently
against the Hares and the turnout was not good following the 2000th r*n.
Anyway, don’t berate me for not attending the circle, I was there, I was scribe again and
if you feel like it you can always lead by example and lay a trail or submit a riveting and
amusing run write up for the benefit of everyone.
I loved it, but sunny & 20 degs warmer would have been a different story.
Thank you, hares.

On On
Big Blouse

Run No: 2002

Date: 12-Feb-2017
Venue: Old Red Lion, Horseheath
Hares: One for his Knob & it`ll come off
Scribe: Toed Bedsores
Legover described run 1998 as muddy as the very muddiest of muddy fields with extra
mud added by Mad Muddy McMudsville, the King of Muddiness, making the conditions in
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the Battle of the Somme look fairly comfortable! , while Blouse said of the weather for
run 2001 - the sky was a sheet of monotone grey and the cold scythed through all
clothing and made you feel like there was no point in bothering with anything as the
cold still withered the flesh of all like some special type of Bedfordshire frostnecrotising-ebola mix.
The R.A. clearly has a hidden agenda calling down the wrath of the weather gods on this
week’s pack.
So off we set in the sleet to the end of the village, before heading down a muddy path to
even muddier fields. At the bottom of a muddy track, Pedro pointed out we were not on
dust. (N.B. the dust this week was pink flour, as it was 12th Feb.), but in the distance we
could see the visitors from RD2DH3 , who appeared to be following something, so we cut
across to find them, following up thru a muddy field.
The trail followed in this vain through many a muddy field, until we emerged at West
Wickham. Here we were in total confusion, probably having emerged from the wrong
side of a check. Finally some of us gave up and followed the road back to Horseheath and
therefore missed the drink stop.
Today was also Mad Monks 76 birthday, (Many happy returns) which he celebrated by
laying flat on his back in the mud. Sadley, none of the harriets took advantage, and he
had to struggle back to his feet on his own.
Downdowns were awarded to the Hares, folloed by the visitors from RD2DH3.
Strappon and Doggy completed their 100th Runs, and Legover has finally made it to 400.
Next followed some 12 Feb quiz about what side of the bed an what underware some
people wore, but by now some of us were getting chilled again, and retired back to the
bar.
Nice Run Hares, in spite of the weather
On On
Toed

Subject: 20 TOP ZEN TEACHINGS
1.
Do not walk behind me, for I may not lead.
Do not walk ahead of me, for I may not follow.
Do not walk beside me for the path is narrow.
In fact, just piss off and leave me alone.
2.

Sex is like air. It's not that important unless you aren't getting any.

3.

No one is listening until you pass wind.

4.

Always remember you're unique. Just like everyone else.

5.

Never test the depth of the water with both feet.

6.
If you think nobody cares whether you're alive or dead, try missing a couple of
mortgage payments.
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7.
Before you criticize someone, you should walk a mile in their shoes. That way,
when you criticize them, you're a mile away and you have their shoes.
8.

If at first you don't succeed, skydiving is not for you.

9.
Give a man a fish and he will eat for a day. Teach him how to fish, and he will sit in
a boat and drink beer all day.
10.
If you lend someone $20 and never see that person again, it was probably well
worth it.
11.

If you tell the truth, you don't have to remember anything.

12.

Some days you are the dog, some days you are the tree.

13.

Don't worry; it only seems kinky the first time.

14.
Good judgment comes from bad experience ... And most of that comes from bad
judgment.
15.

A closed mouth gathers no foot.

16.

There are two excellent theories for arguing with women. Neither one works.

17.

Generally speaking, you aren't learning much when your lips are moving.

18.

Experience is something you don't get until just after you need it.

19.
We are born naked, wet and hungry, and get slapped on our arse - then things just
keep getting worse.
20.
Never under any circumstances take a sleeping pill and a laxative on the same
night.
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CH3 – News – Events

Have an item that should be here? Go to
http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/resources.php
Login using your Pink Pages credentials, - Click on ‘To be included’,
Browse for your item then upload it.

Great Uncle Bob is compiling a Grand Souvenir Magazine for the 2017 run. Has
anyone got prints of hashing photos taken in the 1980s and 1990s? The reproductions in
the old Annual Magazines are often too poor for re-use. The original collections of prints
maintained by Bear and Bunter have been dispersed but there may be some in private
hands.
If you have any please contact rwburton@ntlworld.com. Send scans if possible.

R.O.T.T. Will there be another?
Are you interested in this event?. If so please register your interest at
http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/
What is it?. – Go to http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/ or ask Strapon or Toed
We need to know how many are interested so we can decide if we have another.
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Runs for March 2017
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser it`ll come off

Run No. 2005: 05-Mar-2017
Ancient Shepherds, Fen Ditton, CB5 8ST
Hares Double Top
Run No. 2006: 12-Mar-2017
Fountain The, Soham, CB7 5DS
Hares Fit but Dim & Woody Hollow
The Fountain in Soham
Run No. 2007: 19-Mar-2017
Cherry Tree, Haddenham, CB6 3UE
Hares Wrong Keys & Muff Diver
St Patrickâ€™s day is Friday 17th
Run No. 2008: 26-Mar-2017
Five Miles From Anywhere No Hurry Inn, Upware, CB7 5ZR
Hares Lightning & Taxidermist

Grand Master - Shamcock
Grand Mattress - Double Top
Joint Master - Muff Diver & Muthatuka
Joint Mattresses - Big Swinger & One for his Knob
Religious Advisor - Debonaire
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Cash - While Your Down There

Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Song Master - Blowback
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
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